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MEEA
Midwest Energy Efficiency Alliance

At MEEA, we leverage our unique position as the Midwest’s 
trusted resource on energy efficiency policy and programs to 
help identify, understand, and implement cost-effective 
strategies that provide economic and environmental benefits. 

MEEA is a non-profit membership organization with 160+ members, including:

Electric & 
gas utilities

Academic &
Research institutions

State & local
governments

Energy service 
companies & 
contractors



These two numbers do not tell the whole story…

What’s “wrong” with subsidized utility programs 
in Ohio (according to previous presenter)?

•Amount AEP Ohio charged 
consumers to run EE programs in 2017$64M

•Amount AEP Ohio charged 
consumers in profits$31.2M

which is why we should look at both costs and benefits



AEP Ohio: Case 18-0835-EL-EEC – 2017 EE portfolio status report
What’s right with subsidized utility programs in Ohio?

•First-year MWh savings
•1.48% of 2017 load533,440

•Additional MW of demand savings in 
2017 from the same measures81.7

•Lifetime MWh savings from 2017 EE 
measures

•Avg life of 11.45 yr
6.1M

•Levelized first 
year cost per 
kWh saved

3.6¢

•Lifetime cost
per kWh 
saved

1.05¢

• AEP Ohio investment of 
customer funds in EE in 
2017

$64.4M



AEP Ohio: Case 18-0874-EL-RDR – 2017 EE Rider Adjustment
What’s right with subsidized utility programs in Ohio?

•EE shared savings 
incentive for AEP in 
2017

$31.2M • Levelized first year 
cost per kWh 
saved including 
utility incentive

5.3¢

• Lifetime cost per 
kWh saved 
including utility 
incentive

1.56¢

• Net benefits for Ohio 
utility customers 
(using a TRC test)

$197.2M

• Utility customer retained 
portion of net savings 
from 2017 programs

$166.0M



Impacts of large customer opt-out & repeal 
of EE standard on Ohio residents & businesses

Missed Opportunities

2021 Synapse Energy 
Economics study, 
commissioned by 

MEEA

Examined actual or 
proposed policy 

changes in 6 states

Used benefit-cost 
analysis, emission, 

health & econometric 
modeling to estimate  

impacts

For Ohio analysis, 
looked at opt-out 

since 2014 and the 
total loss of electric EE 

portfolios after HB6
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Overcoming market barriers for adoption of efficient products
Market Transformation

Energy efficiency programs increase the rate of 
adoption and the total market penetration of 
efficient products

This has already happened for some product areas
like appliances & light bulbs, but the need is far from 
over

Current MT efforts nationally include 
•heat pumps & high-efficiency HVAC 
•hot water heaters 
•lighting controls 
•building energy code compliance 
•thin triple paned windows

Utility pilots & programs Codes & standards

Image source: Singh 2019 https://doi.org/10.1002/wene.330

https://doi.org/10.1002/wene.330


The utility can access and use customer data in ways that other 
market actors do not have access to

Advanced metering & customer data

Source: N. Mims Frick and LC Schwartz.(2019) Time-Sensitive Value of Efficiency: Use Cases in Electricity Sector 
Planning and Programs. Berkeley: LBNL, Electricity Markets & Policy Group.

Load profiles of individual customers can 
show what measures will save the most for 
that customer

Utility can use data to target customers, 
neighborhoods, feeder lines, subsections, 
where efficiency will have the most benefit

Time & location of savings drives increased 
value for the utility system



Energy Efficiency & DERs Impacts
Utility System Impacts

• Generation
– Avoided generation
– Avoided capacity
– Regulatory compliance
– Market price effects
– Ancillary services

• Transmission
– Avoided capacity
– Transmission system losses

• Distribution
– Avoided capacity
– Distribution system losses
– Distribution O&M
– Distribution voltage

• General
– Customer financial 

incentives
– Program administration
– Credit & collection
– Risk, reliability & resilience
– Utility performance 

incentives
Image Source: NSPM for DERs

With a CRES/CNGS
• Utility still gets most 

of the core system 
benefits

mailto:https://www.nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/national-standard-practice-manual/


Different CE tests include 
different impacts

The traditional (California) tests vary in what 
non-utility impacts are included in the model 
test

Jurisdictions can design their own Jurisdiction 
Specific Test to measure the impacts that are 
relevant to their policy goals

The same test should be used for EE & DERs

Image Source: NSPM for DERs

mailto:https://www.nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/national-standard-practice-manual/


To include impacts in Benefit Cost Analysis, we have to be able to 
measure them and convert impacts to $ values

Quantifying & Monetizing Impacts

New MTR Handbook from the National Efficiency Screening 
Project (NESP)

Guidance, methodology & references to calculate the 
benefits and costs of DERs

We can measure them, and we can and should incorporate 
them into cost effectiveness tests to support Ohio’s policy 
goals

https://www.nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/resources/quantifying-impacts/

https://www.nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/resources/quantifying-impacts/


Cost curves can guide 
energy procurement

Why is this all 
important?

If everything is quantified the same 
way, we can compare them to 
make rational decisions on which 
resources to acquire

This example shows GHG reduction, 
comparing EE with Distributed 
Generation and Electrification, but it 
could be any other energy policy 
goal and resources

Image Source: NSPM for DERs

mailto:https://www.nationalenergyscreeningproject.org/national-standard-practice-manual/


Ohio is a leader but is losing ground 
Energy Efficiency Workforce

71% of Ohio’s clean energy jobs are in energy 
efficiency

Clean energy jobs are working class jobs

•A third are in manufacturing
•Half are in construction & trades

10,951 clean energy jobs were lost in Ohio 2021

Source: Clean Jobs Midwest

mailto:https://www.cleanjobsmidwest.com/state/ohio


Bringing all the parties to the same table to cooperate 
Stakeholder involvement in EE

Statewide
Collaborative

Utilities

Intervening 
Parties

Business Orgs

Implementers 
& Evaluators

Community 
Orgs

Regulatory 
Staff

Consumer 
Advocates

Local & state 
agencies

Subject 
Matter Experts

AC 
members

Utility A
committee

Utility B
committee

Utility C 
committee

Utility D 
committee

Utility Advisory Committees
(e.g., IN, OH)

Statewide EE Collaborative
(e.g., IL, MN, MI, MO)

• Individual 
deal making

• Closed 
meetings & 
lack of 
transparency

• Inconsistency 
between 
utilities

• Cooperative 
decision making

• Open meetings & 
increased 
transparency

• Resolve issues 
before filings

• Consistency in 
plans & reporting 
– decrease 
regulatory burden

• Trust building



Contact Information

www.mwalliance.org gehrendreich@
mwalliance.org 312.784.7273

mailto:gehrendreich@mwalliance.org
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